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Groups protest SGA funding
by GRAHAM RAYMAN

Last week SGA's monetary allocation committee got together to
review the applications for funding from the various groups on
campus, and to decide who gets
what percentage of the $6,000 allotted to them per semester by
Galpin. When they reviewed the
applications, several groups were
immediately crossed off the list
when it was discovered that they
had violated one or two of the new
guidelines set for funding applications. This decision to cross
these groups off the list created a
The
stir among these groups.
groups. Black Women's Organization (BWO), Wooster Cycling

(WCC).

Club

Environmental

House. Wooster Christian Fellowship (WCF), Newman Catholic
Student Association (NCSA), and
the .College of Wooster Dance
Co., lost their chance for funding
because, according to SGA Treasurer Asha Pandya, they either did
not turn receipts in for money
spent last semester or they did not

last semester, we did not screw up
their books in any way. It should
spent any money last semester.
make little difference whether we
Of the groups, WCC and Envitell them or not." Garth Hkkle,
ronmental House violated rule no.
21, which states, "Any group
of the WCC. concurred, " I don't
agree with the confrontational
which does not take the means to
transfer unused funds back to SGA by stance that Pandya took. SGA is
supposed to help people get their
the application deadline will not
be eligible for funding during the
funding, not introduce rules to
next semester." The rest of the
make it more difficult.
groups violated rule no. 20, which
In response, Pandya said,
states that "Any group which does
"These groups are assuming it is
not forward receipts to the SGA
my responsibility to go over to
Treasurer by the date stipulated on
Galpin and check what they have
the contract will not be eligible
or have not spent. They are also
for funds during the next semes- assuming it is not their own reter."
Both are assumpsponsibility.
WCC and Environmental house
tions that simply should not be
were upset by the ruling. "We apmade."
plied for about $150 for transporPandya said that this rule, new'
tation and to supplement our upthis semester, is an effort to make
coming rafting trip and also to
the application process more effibuy two lanterns. We did everythcient and fairer to the applicants.
ing right, except we didn't tell
"With the changes in the rules, we
SGA that we hadn't spent any
have set down the exact requiremoney," said Bill Britton of Enviments that evey group must fol- "We are upset
ronmental .House.
Contlnued on page 3
because by not spending money

Burglaries plague dorms
by JONATHAN BARCLAY
H olden resident Marry McDowall
reported that a blond-haire-d
man
about six feet tall and wearing a
red baseball cap slipped into her
second floor room and stole several hundred dollars in jewelry belonging to her roommate Amy
Hollaway sometime Monday afternoon. Feb. 22. Captain James
Foster of Campus Security reported
getting a call from Hold en about
the burglary at 1:35 that after-

noon.
A man

...

of similar description has.
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been seen in Compton and Douglass Halls and is suspected of
several other burglaries.
McDowall said, 1 was asleep on
top of the loft but I could hear
things going on.. .he went over to
the dresser and was fiddling around

with stuff on the dresser...he
stepped up on the first step of the
loft allegedly to steal a
and that's when I
"Walkman'
rolled over. ..I just said, 'Excuse
me, what are you doing here?"
McDowall added that the intruder
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notify SGA that they had not
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is of medium build at about 180
pounds and six feet tail. He was
wearing a blue-gra- y
shirt and red
baseball cap.
When confronted by McDowall,
the intruder quickly left, reportedly
holding a red nylon bag, and
reaching Holden's first level before McDowall could stop him.
A man similar in appearance to
the one McDowall reported was
seen roaming the second and third
floors of Compton Hall on Thursday, Feb. 18. when three residents
reported having their rooms burglarized.
One resident on Compton third
floor reported stolen jewelry, credit "cards, cash, and some possessions of commercial and sentimental value. She estimated her losses at $500. Another resident returned to her room at about 4:45
p.m. Thursday afternoon and found
cash, jewelry, a camera and other
She called the
items missing.
Wooster police while a friend
called Campus Security immediate-

ly.

'

Continued on page 10
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Two Wooster students lounge In crowded Andrew
(Photo by Laura Callgulrl)

Library.

Library inefficiency
sparks complaints
by YALMAN ONARAN
there have been com. Lately
Students are also complaining
plaints from the students concernabout misplaced bookr all around
ing the library. The major issues
the library. "When you have a
paper due the next day and cannot
are the newspapers arriving late
and the books that cannot be
find the book in the library alfound.
though it is not checked out. you
The regional papers, the Plain
go crazy!" said one student. Putting "searchers" on the book
Dealer and the Daily Record ardoesn't help much either because
rive at the library on time, but the
it takes days to find die book you
national newspapers like The New
were looking for; you. may get a
York Times and The Washington
Post arrive at least one day late.
note saying, "we are sorry; we.
couldn't find it." Students wonder
Many students think that news is
valuable when it is "fresh, not
if there is a more efficient way of
keeping track of the books that
when it is two days old." as one
are in the library.
student phrased it. The bookstore
Rom said that the private desks
can get The New York Tunes on
the very day it is published, so
given to students are the major
the possibility that transportation
causes for this problem since peomay be the cause is eliminated,
ple tend to take books to their
"Is the library trying to help the
desks without checking them out
sometimes. "We think those are
bookstore sell its newspapers?"
asked one student, who didn't wish private to the owner, so we don't
check what is on those desks,"
to be identified.
She also added that
she said.
Pat Rom, director of library
nothing will be done about this
said that she didn't know
issue unless it proved to be very
that some newspapers were arrivimportant.
she would look into
ing late.-buThe library will be getting more
it as soon as possible. "I would
space since it is almost full and
be very glad if students came dicomputer terminals will be put in
rectly to me when they have problems or questions." she said, when place of the card catalogues if the
she was forwarded the issue for the proposal Rom is preparing this
year is accepted.
first time by the Voice .
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Editorial

Letters to the Editors
Unlucky Squirrels
Dear Editors,
We don't wish to blame theVoice
for this phenomenon. We don't
really wish to blame anyone but
rather to point out the number of
dead squirrels that are littering our

scenic campus.

This semester

alone, between Lowry and Miller
Manor, we have sighted
three
unfortunate critters sprawled out
along the walkways in various
stages of decay. One of the squirrels has been in front of Lowry
for so long mat it is hardly distinguishable from a clump of sod
with some stray hairs stuck to it.
Our reason for bringing this dilemma to your attention is that we
have to look at these monstrosities daily. As a matter of fact, we
believe we've seen the above mentioned squirrel so often that its
image has imprinted itself in our
minds, and if challenged, we could
probably reproduce it on paper.
The college seems to pride itself in the upkeep of the campus.
During the fall and spring, workers bustle about pruning and
preening our habitat. In fact, the
thaw of this past week brought
forth the campus caretakers with
their rakes, shovels and leaf blowers. The point of this letter
Why don't they scoop up these
unsightly putrescences? Their absence would greatly improve our
states of mind.
Kate Wolfe and Amy Lambert

Dating Game
Dear Editors.

fashioned" India.
I would like to elucidate my
point by citing a "typical" date.
The male (M) and the female (F)
decide to go on a date. F makes

arrangements that her parents
have no inkling

about this

ar-

rangement by telling them that
she has got to either go to the library, or visit a girlfriend etc. The

evening

progresses

comes,

smoothly i.e dinner and dancing
and so forth, and comes to an end
with M dropping F at the and of
her block so her parents won't
suspect anything about this covert
operation. M rushes home or to
his dorm, and is invariably accosted by a friend or a roommate
who asks him about the date. Our
hero replies, saying that it went
especially well this time (third
date) since he got to hold her
hand and have good conversations
with her
One could say that we
younguns in India are comparable
to the previous generation of
young collegiates in the US. Romance is a slow (relatively) game
of courtship.
Americans, at the other and of
the scale, are very casual, superficial and social. . An inherent part
of the philosophy of this society
is material progress, as in acquisition of the newest and best products. People seem to love to sample new things in a hurry, and if
one doesn't like the product, then
he or she either quits it or replaces iu The same philosophy seems
relato pervade into
tionships. Things are convenient
since one doesn't get to really interact with the other person in a
high pressure situation, and comand
municate his or her inner-selfeelings. People, in their efforts
to be "perfect" beings seem to
forget that it is a very human and
an especially endearing quality to
have insecurities, and one ought
to accept them. If a relationship.
male-fema-

le

fs

In the following article I would
like to present a broad outline of
the differences in relationships
experienced by people from my
culture in this country, as opposed
in "old- to relationships

is taking to long to accelaratc
then it is sacked. Everything is so
time bound.
Cultural differences between
the average American woman and I
have been the cause of a couple of
unsuccessful relationships. My
ego urges me to say that in more
than half the instances I was the
wronged person as opposed to being the wrong one. The most
common problem which I experienced in the ratht - early stages of
the courting game was that the
communication process was hampered by the lack of reciprocity.
At the end of two years, I seem to
have improved- - at handling these
.-

relationships

inter-racialcultu- ral

since pragmatism entails me to be
communicative of my feelings later in the game.
In my rather subjective perceptions I believe that both physical
and mental intimacy have to run
parallel with each other, which
most Americans seem to find fallacious or "not cool." They tend
to run through the variety of
physical features of a relationship
even while they have hardly discovered the personalty of their
paramour.
In this brief essay I may have
offended the reader due to the
strong judgemental statements I
have indulged in. But the liberal
Arts' environment at Wooster
prompts me to say that it is always healthy for a liberal thinker'
to be exposed to opposing viewpoints. I would like to slate that
all the above is a very persona
reasoning of mine based on my
cultural heritage. Obviously, to
ensure my survival in this environment I have more or less succeeded in my attempts at finding
female and male friends, who
leave a lot of optimism in me for
the Americans.
Arun Ncmali

by YALMAN ONARAN
this week, I'm glad to have the opportunity to
As the guest-edito-r
write this column. It is a great experience to edit the Voice , and I
will be very glad to do it next year if I qualify.
You must have noticed the many differences in this week's Voice .
First of all, we have specific sections throughout the paper to help
you find your interests easily and concentrate on the issues in a more
organized setting. I hope this arrangement satisfies you, because then
we can go on doing it like this.
Second, our articles are more concentrated on issues rather than sole
news this week. We have an article about the library and students'
complaints about it and a story on SGA funding' and the groups left-ou- t.
Our purpose is not to pressure campus organizations or the administration, but we aim to be the voice of the students. Compared
to other schools, we don't have as many controversials or struggles
among each other. However, there are still some areas where our ideas and concerns conflict, and that is one of the basic trends of human
nature: conflict. Our duty, as the Voice, is to clearly and objectively
lay those issues out in front of everybody, so the conflicts are known
and sought to be solved. If we simply take one side and attack the
other side, it is off the boundaries of objective journalism.
In all societies the newspapers are publications of certain groups,
and they always favor the group they belong to. There are leftist papers which favor the socialist parties and groups; there are rightist papers which favor the conservative groups and ideas. The Voice belongs to the College of Wooster community all together, not only to
the administration, nor only to the faculty nor only to the students.
It is the voice of every individual who is a part of this integrated
community.
We tried to achieve being your voice more, I hope we sound good,

Note: As part of the selection process for next year's
Voice editors, we have decided, in conjunction with 'the
Publications Committee, to give each of the candidates the
an issue of the Voice begin
opportunity to "guest-ed- it
ning with this week's paper through the March 25 issue.
--The Editors
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by DOUG ISENBERG

DOLE TAKES SOUTH DAKOTA PRIMARY; BUSH
CONCENTRATES ON SOUTH. Vice President Bush did not
expect to have a strong showing in South Dakota and had conceded the
state to Sen. Dole several days ago. Incoming returns showed a wide
margin of victory for Dole with Robertson and Bush trailing far be
hind. Dole campaigned furiously in hopes of a strong victory, one
that would get his campaign back on track after his loss in New Hamp
.

shire.
(As of Wednesday's New York Times, the results for the Minnesota caucuses and the tally of the Democratic vote in either state, had not been
reported. )

AFGHAN REBELS UPSET WITH U.S. OVER DECLINE IN AID AND RUMORS OF
AGREEMENT. Political leaders of the rebel movement interpreted
U.S.-U.S.S.-

R.

a recent slowdown in arms shipments from the U.S. to be a result of
Reagan-Gorbache- v
meetings in December. The U.S. action appears to

be in response to a Feb. 8 Soviet announcement that troop withdrawals
(Kabul Governcould begin May 15 contingent upon Pakistani-Afgha- n
ment) talks in March.
Naturally, the U.S. wants to encourage a cessation of the So
viet occupation of Afghanistan, and demonstrated this by decreasing
arms shipments to the rebels. However, the fight is not over and such
a unilateral move by the U.S. can seriously harm any bargaining leverage the rebels may have accrued through military action.

SOVIETS REPORT "BREACHING OF PUBLIC ORDER" IN REGION NEAR ARMENIAN REPUBLIC. The
mountainous ' region' near the border of Iran has a predominantly Armenian populace and recent nationalist protests have alarmed the government. The group has demanded that the region be ceded to the
neighboring Armenian Republic. The recent demonstrations there indicate a larger and dangerous trend throughout the Soviet Union.
The country is composed of some 100 ethnic groups, many of whom
Currently, the Russians
are not pleased with Russian domination.
make up 51.5 per cent of the total population, yet they expect to be a
minority by 2000. Not that any innovative solution is expected in
the U.S.S.R., but the ethnic minoritymajority crisis is one the U.S.
can look forward to experiencing next century and they may be able to
leam what should not be done from the Soviets.

275 DEAD IN BRAZIL AS WEEKLONG TROPICAL
RAINSTORMS BATTER RIO DE JANEIRO. The death
toll is expected to rise as the rubble of collapsed buildings and mudslides are cleared. The poor, in shantytowns surrounding the city, suffered greatest.

SOUTH AFRICAN BLACKS PERSIST WITH RENT
The
BOYCOTTS DESPITE THREAT OF EVICTION.

old rent boycott in Soweto has cost the government more
than $100 million, and similar boycotts throughout the country have
denied the government some $400 million in revenue. Young black
radicals have enforced the boycott, threatening reluctant boycotters
with violence. Many people face eviction, yet there is little to be
done when they cannot afford the exorbitant rent charges and risk
abuse from neighbors if they can pay.
BRIEF BRIEFS . . . : Jimmy Swaggart has joined the ranks of
the illustrious; he sinned, then quit his post as god of his World Faith
Center. Congrats. Jimmy you're in the club....Another U.S. serviceman has been abducted in Lebanon; Lieut. Col. William R. Higgins
was taken last Wednesday....Wc have a new Secretary of the Navy,
William Ball will step in as Bill Webb steps out Webb was upset over
the diminuitive size of his budget.
.
News compiled from The New
20-mon- th

York-Times-

W.A.A. is renting a van for February 27 for the NCAC Indoor Track Championships. The van will depart at 12:30
sheet is at
p.m. from the PEC parking lot. The sign-n- p
Lowry Front Desk.

(continued from page 1)
low in order to receive funding.
In the past, the process has been
more ambiguous. Now it moves
more efficiently, is clearer to the
organizations and makes my job
easier. With the new rules, we
had no choice but to turn these
groups down."
The rule changes number about
17 in all. Some of the changes
involve totally new rules, while
others only change the wording of
already existing rules. Some of
the changes were instituted after
first semester had already begun,
including some as recently as December. "I knew that these were
new guidelines and I went out of
my way to explain them. In addition, I extended the transfer and
application deadline date by one
19), so the
month (Jan.
groups would have a chance to
adapt themselves to the new procedures,'' said Pandya.
To the groups the decison
means that they will not be able
to follow through with programs
they had had planned for the semester. Environmental House, was
going on a raft trip, while the
WCC was going to go to races in
the east. There is no way we
will get the funding now, and so
the raft trip is probably doomed,
because people will not pay a $55
fee," said Britton.
SGA does have a review process, in which the General Assem- 19-Fe- b.

A

Wooster security guard poses with trophy.
(photo by Peter Currle)

Culp for a redress of grievances.
Meanwhile, SGA president Julie
Rice says that the organization
will continue to test and
the guidelines to see if more improvements can be made, and if
any of the current rules are problematic.

bly may reject the FAC's proposal
entirely. Then the FAC must go
back and
the group applications. But sources say that it
is extremely difficult to get money after being turned down. The
WCC and Environmental House
are currently lobbying with Jayne
re-exam- ine

re-te-

st

Scot Band performs Sunday
Ruske and Orchestra brilliant
by ANNE HAWLEY and PAGE
BENHAM

The Scot Symphonic Band, un- der the direction of Nancy Ditmer,
will perform Sunday, Feb. 28 at 4
in McGaw Chapel. This concert
perforwill serve as a "pre-tomance" to both "provide experience for the players as well as entertain Wooster by offering
body a first glimpse of
this spectacular concert."
Presently in its 47th season,
the Scot Symphonic Band is still
the only Scottish band in the
state of Ohio. The band has a
membership of 93 Wooster students whom Nancy Ditmer states,"
comprise one of the strongest
groups Wooster has ever had."
During spring break, the band will
travel to Troy and Lima Ohio,

--

ur

the-stude-

Arts degree from the University of
Iowa, she is currently completing
her PhD in Music Education. In
1982, Ditmer designed drills for
the Hawkeye Marching Bands

Marching and Symphonic Bands
for four years, Ditmer is a professor with an excellent musical
background. She received her.
bachelor's degree in Music Education at Capital University in Columbus, Ohio. Earning a Master of

Continued on page 10
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Pittsburgh, Washington D.C.,
Philadelphia, and Rochester
Lockport New York. Ditmer emphasizes the fact that this tour is
based on an intense performance
schedule; yet the students will
also have the opportunity to
sightsee and enjoy free time.
Having conducted the Scot

The' Wooster Scot Band performs daring
(Photo from Voice
Homecoming, 1987.
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Douglas from Douglass: The lighter side of baseball
by DOUG FOWLER

Spring training is once again
upon us. Fans of the national
pastime will once again flock to
the ball parks and witness the new
talents, wondering whether their
team has another Casey Stengel,
Lefty Gomez or Yogi Berra.
"Who?" you ask. Certainly it is
true that these names are not as
widely known as Babe Ruth or
Pete Rose, but they form a part of
the game's lore almost more so
than the statistics of the greats.
They are among individual who
characepitomize the unusual-th- e
ters of the game.
Casey Stengel was one of the
first great characters, even before
d
he" gained fame as a
manager. One time, back in the
many-worde-

1920's, the hometown fans were
jeering Stengel terribly, so he decided to do something outrageous.
Between innings, he captured a
sparrow and placed it under his
cap. When he jogged onto the
field, he waited a second, then
doffed his cap to the crowd. Away
flew the bird amidst uproarious
laughter.
Gomez earned the nickname
Goofy while with the Yankees.
He loved airplanes and was fascinated with flight. Once an airplane traveled over the stadium
and Goofy stood on the mound admiring it for several minutes. Finally, the catcher hollered for him
to throw the ball, and Gomez
shouted back: "Don't worry; he

can't hit it if I don't throw it."
Dizzy Dean was probably baseball's cockiest player in the thirties, and he backed up his brash-nesmaking it to the Hall of
Fame. Once, he promised a group
of kids that he would strike the
great Bill Terry out three times in
his next game. He did so twice,
but Terry popped the ball up behind home plate the third time.
As the catcher circled under the
ball. Dean stormed off the mound,
shouting. "Don't catch itl" The
startled catcher dropped the ball,
and Dean completed the. strikeout.
Another time "Ol Diz," as he
was known, allowed only three
hits in the first game of a
His brother, Paul, then
s,

double-heade-

r.

nine-innin-

no-hitt-

er,

too."
One of the most notable and
quotable is Yogi Berra, still a
coach with Houston. Aside from
the familiar "it's never over until
it's over," he has uttered a wide
variety of unusual or confusing
statements, known as Yog isms .
Take note of these:
About a popular restaurant:
"Nobody goes there anymore; it is
too crowded."
About playing left field: "It gets
early out there."

SENIORS!!
order
Last chance

Spring Break
Computer Center
Hours

29-Mar- ch
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to
your Cap and Gown!
February

To a telephone caller early in
the morning: "You didn't wake
me. I had to get up to answer the
phone anyway."
Perhaps it is baseball's long
history, but this sport appears to
contain the most humorous perSomething like runsonalities.
ning backwards around the bases
Gike Jimmy Piersall once did) or
actually uprooting a base and running away with it (as New York
manager Billy Martin once did)
seem to stick out in one's mind.
So the next time someone mentions baseball, don't just discuss
the greatest players, but also the
most memorable personalities, for
those are the thongs that make
life-s- o
baseball-an- d
enjoyable.

accomplished a very rare feat by
allowing no hits in the second
g
Dizzy decontest.
clared afterwards: "Gee Paul, if I'd
known you were gonna pitch a
I would' ve pitched one,
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Each Day

10 AM-- 3 PM

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

vrA

rvrri'-va- T
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ci

The rapid expansion of our fleet
LUltW

III

ICTV

IV1

I

- already one of the largest in the skies - has

Ity I II QllCI TUCK IU.

about to start a career or want to make a career switch or if you're
interested in returning to the work force, we welcome your application. What
we have to offer is nothing less than an exciting and rewarding future with an
airline that's first in the air and second to none on the ground.
If you're

mm

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Friendly, outgoing personality

with neat,
appearance.

well-groom-

I Mas

ed

and able to relocate.
must be a US. citizen or
lawfully permitted to work

Willing
CI You

In the US.
High school diploma

or GEO.

Height: 5'M'to 6'0 without
shoes. Weight in proportion to
height.
Age: 20 years minimum.
Vision: 2050 minimum (each
eye). Corrective lenses acceptable.

Wilson Bookstore

u

HERFF JONES

Two years college or two years public
contact experience preferred. Fluency
in a second language desired.
rf interested, please send a selfaddressed,
business size envelope for an
application and career information to:
American Airlines, Inc.
Flight Servtea Recruitment
PXX Box 619410. Mail Drop 90S

DFW Airport. TX 75261-941- 0
Dept. SCW22688

ATTN:

AmericanAirlines
An equal opportunity employer

Williams' IS:

"More than a song in the heart"

by MARY COX
For some seniors at Wooster listening to music is a good way to
relax and take a break from Independent Study. For others, like
music major Jerry Williams from
Batavia, New York, music is an
Independent Study. Williams, in
fact, if doing an I.S. of six original musical compositions.
The
first part of Williams' LS. consists of three pieces for unaccompanied mixed chorus set to hymn
text; "sort of like anthems." he
adds. The second part is three vocal songs for solo voice and piano
With a touch
set to psalm text.
of humor he says he hesitates to
call what he's doing creative, stating that "creative is sort of in the
eyes and ears of the beholder."
but his project certainly is origiwas an opportunity to do
nal.
something that I might not be
able to do later, at least in the
sense," Williams stated.
After completing the composition of a one movement piece for
flute, violin, cello and piano as
his junior LS. last year. Williams
decided to pursue bis interest in
composition for his senior I.S.
"It seemed appropriate to move
from my junior IS. which was into senior LS. which is
strumental
h

It
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cur-ricul-
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Faculty Profile

V

more vocal." he explains. "It was
pretty much in the cards all along,
especially when I started taking
composition lessons in my sophomore year." Williams recalls,
"When the time came, I pretty
much knew what I wanted to do."
--

"creative is sort of
in the eyes and ears
of the beholder..."
He wanted to have the
challenge of writing music that
would live up to the words so he
chose Psalm 8: "Lord. Our Lord,
how splendid is Thy name in all
the world;" ,he explained that his
sister had taught this psalm .to
him when he was young so it was

one of his favorites. Williams
also used Psalm 29 and a combination of Psalms 121 and 141 far
his compositions. The hymns he
chose were "When Morning Gilds
the Skies," "When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross" and "Joyful.
Joyful, We Adore Thee." He decided to work with both psalms and
hymns in order to have diversity.
The procedure he used to com

pose was to go to a practice room,
sit at a piano and work with a
text. He would jot a couple of musical phrases down and go back to
his room and his Macintosh computer where he used the computer
program "Professional Composer"
to write music. Speaking on the
advantages of using a computer
program to compose. Williams
said. "For editing, it's great!" and
he claims "it really increased the
possibilities of what he could
do."
Doing a musical composition
takes, more than a song in the
heart, however. Williams admits
that at times it was very difficult
to compose and to come up with
new ideas, falling prey to the
"same types of LS. blues" as everyone else. There was the usual
blank-papsyndrome when nothing was flowing for him.
"Earlier this month I really had
a drought," said Williams. But after going to his LS. appointment
and talking with his advisor. Dr.
Gallagher, associate professor of
music, Williams said he was able
to leave the appointment with a
different perspective on his project. "Basically, it was just a matter of wanting to go into each ap

pointment with a substantial
amount of work done each week,"
Williams says. Even though he
had the same kinds of deadlines
and pressures as other LS. students, Williams said he still wanted it to be creative.

.

al Union and rehearsing his part
as Hero,' the romantic lead in this
year's spring musical, "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum" ' April
As a member of the Wooster
Chorus, Williams wiB be leaving
for tour on March 5. which means
that his compositions must be
complete by then. After spring
break Williams' project win be rehearsed and juried by three members of the music department, a
process he considers as "orals."
Finally, there will be a public performance of the compositions on
April 26. The choral hymns will
be sung by the Wooster Chorus,
directed by Professor Russell, and
Williams himself will sing the
psalm cycle with piano accompa20-2-

3.

niment.

Williams has decided not to pursue music or composition as a career but to apply to law school instead. Finding a B.A. in music
rather limited,- he believes that a
law degree would be a "nice general degree to have so that opportunities are maximized." With his
musical background and undergraduate degree, however, he adds
jokingly.
could always entertain at bar association meetings.".

er

-

-

JERRY WILLIAMS
In addition to his I.S. prepara-

tion and the Wooster Chorus. Williams also keeps himself busy
with Resident Assistant duties,
membership in the Wooster Chor

1

business

Claudia Thompson makes monkeys
by WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

Claudia Thompson, assistant
professor of psychology at the
College of Wooster, has been here

a.

r

since 1982. She received her B.A.
at Delaware in 197S and her Ph.D.
at Brown in 1981.
Her interest in psychology really comes indirectly from her interest in evolution, zoology, and
physical anthropology. She feels
that biology, at least in America,
has moved away from looking at
whole organisms, and more toward
molecular studies.
Psychology allows her to study
entire organisms, and her particuShe
lar interest is in primates.
studied circadian rhythms at the
These
University of Delaware.
rhythms are sort of like
and she spent most of
counters of ultrareading
her time
sonic beams which measure movement of primates. This, from the
tone of her voice when she described it, was not the most interesting work she has done.
While she dislikes some of psy- chology's ideas, like personality
theory, psychology is not merely
an access to primate study; rather,
it "has become her profession."
, Just a fraction "of psychologists
are actually lab specialists; most
How
are clinical psychologists.
bio-rhyth-

r

CLAUDIA

THOMPSON,

psychology, works with the
Susaa Allan, Class of '85)
.

assistant

Ohn

professor

apella.

of

(Photo by

ms,

ever, she enjoys being in that minority who actually do research.
Thompson, a professor who
the sophomore seminar entitled "Reflections on Gender and
Science" is. besides being a psychologist, also a feminist. Feminism came "much later in her inShe obterests and expertise."
jects to the idea that all blacks
should speak for black experience,
and all women should speak for
women's experience. Psychology
is a predominantly
field, and her interest in feminism
stems partially from this.
Recently it became clear that
people who studied primates were
only really looking at and talking
about half of the group. They
were talking about "males, male
dominance, and male aggression."
In the 1970s men and women
brought a feminist perspective to
studies of primate groups. A lot
of adaptations in primate groups'
are centered around the females. It
is females, predominantly, who
are, who
know where water-hole- s
can find fruit bearing trees, who
seem to be able to locate the most
important resource for the group:
the food... Feminism has been one
of the biggest challenges to psychology. Questions of objectivity
co-taug- ht

male-dominat-

ed

are currently on the minds of most
scientists, and psychologists are
no exception.
Currently the 'Freud debate runs
rampant, and Thompson also had
some things to. say on him. He
was an "enormously diligent
scholar," but Thompson does not
-

concur with the notion that
"personality is unilateral with
.

sexual development." At best "he
neglected wo men, and at worst he
was a misogynist." However, it
is extremely ironic that much of
feminism, particularly that of the
Europeans, is based on psychoanalytic theory, a Freudian concept.
As for the primates at Wooster,
we are only one of three liberal
aits colleges which she knows of
which have a primate group. This
is because of the enormous cost to
ther school. Thompson "acquired
them" from a researcher at the
University of Illinois to help with
her studies and those of her students. The primates Wooster has
are called Cehns apella and they
are natives of South America.
Since ' 1983 there have been 4
births, all male, at the College of
Wooster.
ob page
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"The French Lenards" bring
diverse sounds to Ichabodfs

X
V

by GRAHAM RAYMAN

They look kinds' nutty, but man
can they play! Batten down the
hatches because the French Lenards are coming to town. On Saturday night one of Cleveland's best
young bands will bring its diffuse
blend of R&B, Blues, Jazz and
Country, strained through the
band's own original sound to

ral," says lead

Icha-bod'- s.

e
The
band mixes blazing originals like "After Saturday
Night." "Man in a Grey Suit" and
"Lil Sleepy Head" with covers like
"Born on the Bayou," "Johnny B.
Goode" and "Jambalaya." "I like
to keep the band in the R&B kind
of feel 'cause I think its real natu
five-piec-

formed by Jares, after he had
spent stints with the Generators,
the Lucky Pierres and the Wild Giraffes. He got a bunch of friends
together one day in a small basement in Elyria, Ohio, and cut
some demo tapes. That was the
Jares then went out
beginning.
and recruited Mike Scherma (sax),
).
Afand Tom Kosco
ter some other members of the
band left. Chris Boyson (bass)
and Jerry Gavlak (drums) came in

The band,
to take their place.
whose name refers to the colonial
French term for prophylactic has
g
casreleased a 45 and a
sette EP.
In concert, the band is tight.
Jares is quite an accomplished guitarist, playing his jazz and blues
riffs with feeling. Scherma's sax
solos are also based on the blues.
e
wails and
He uses long
vibrato to acheive the R&B.
five-son-

one-not-

k

back beat. When this reporter saw
them in Lake wood last year, they
had the crowd on its feet after every set.
Basically the band is one of
ensembles that
those
weathers the hardships of
gigs to play the music
they dig. Jares says, "We're just
grinding it out. Some of the guys
in the band have day jobs. We're
just what you'd call a working
band." As a review in Ohio University's Center Stage (Nov. 5,
1986) said. "Yes, the French Lenards are coming and well be there
top, in our flannel shirts and
jeans. ..in our cowboy boots with
fringe and even in our
Dare to be different, dare to be
universal or just plain dare to ask
a band member where they really
got their name."

mi

o

?.

c

Ij

v

IK

tie-dye-

"The French Lenards," rrom Cleveland, will perform In
Ichabod's on Saturday night.
(Publicity photo)

Three artists display
glass work at Lowry

ar

low-payi-

:

John Schiff will display this
lass sculpture, titled
"Hands Praying," among others from Feb. 27 to Mar. 26
on Lowry Art Wall.

sound. The rhythm
section lays down a thumping

roots-roc-

blue-coll-

.

ii

st

(vocal-guitar-

.

WW
' '

singer-guitari-

Tom Jares. The band, together for
two years now, is a veteran of the
It was
Cleveland club scene.

ng

by QAISAR IMAM
Lowry Center art wall will display an exhibition of glass sculptures from Feb. 27 to Mar. 26.
The exhibition is unique and includes the works of John Schiff,
John Drury, and Roberta Eichen-ber-

g.

John Schiff is a graduate of
Ohio State University where he
completed his bachelor's degree in
fine arts in studio glass. He is
n
for his works in glass
sculptures. Schiff has evolved a
very strong yet delicate construction. His formations relate with

s.

well-know-

SAB Film Previews
I

go to Fiesta because.

by FAISAL AN SARI

Place

-

f
'4

'

V.--'

the Hair Dressers are wonderful! They
way to be certain you're
pleased! They take the time and effort to
make sure everything is the way you
want it..jlus Fiesta has tanning!

go out of their

Perms $19.99 to $39.99
Includes cut and style

No Appointments
Daily
Sat.
8-- 8;

8-- 6;

Just Walk In!
Sun. 10-- 5

of Weeping

My Life

If you're looking for entertainment, try elsewhere. This movie, with its strong political overtones, is meant to be an educational experience. In the land of
apartheid, a white farmer kills one
of his workers when he tries to
Attempting to
steal a chicken.
cover up the crime leads to more
violence. With its unconvincing
acting, the movie is not in the
same league as "Cry Freedom." but
serves as an introduction to South
African tensions.

HAM FASHIONS

College Hills Plaza

263-918-

5

as a Dog

Swedish director Lasse
Halstrom has woven a tale of pathos around that incredibly confusing experience called childhood.
Ingemar is surrounded
12 year-old
n
world,
by a troubled,
so he chooses to retreat into an
imaginary relationship with Lai-kthe Russian space dog who
was left in space. Brilliantly performed and directed.
--

guilt-ridde-

a,

--

From the anchor to the pinnille,
each component relies on the one
before it for both strength and
His works have been
stability.
recently exhibited at the Columbus Museum of Art, Don Boyd's
Heart of Ohio Gallery. Canterbury,
and Fort Hayes Career Center. Columbus.
Artist John Drury completed his
master's degree in fine arts at
Ohio State University in 198S.
Drury has summed up his feelings
concerning his work by saying "I
could never be satisfied with using
just one medium." The majority
of Drury's recent work is part of a
series he calls "Studies in Salvation," in which he reflects the

by MARY HARVEY

This weekend "Holmes Cookin'
Bluegrass" will perform in the
Spotlight Showcase at Mom's.
The show is tonight from
0
p.m. as usual.
"Holmes
Cookin' " is a talented, five member band that plays traditional
bluegrass. With banjo, mandolin.

fiddle, guitars and vocals, this
band plays the sounds of such artists as Bill Monroe and The Country Gentlemen as well as their own
originals.
"Holmes Cookin' was a runner-u- p
in the State of Ohio Band Competition in 1987 and they are fre

Ei-chenb-

erg.

There will be two showings of the
film "My Life As A Dog." a part of
the Classic Film Series, on Sunday,
Feb. 28. The additional showing is
at 9:30 p.m. to complement the regular 7:30 pjn. showing.

"Holmes Cookin"' adds flavor
8:30-11:3-

la.

naturally occurring structures.

juxtaposition of religion and violence.
According to Drury, his first reaction in the production of a work
is towards the material and process by which he manipulates that
material. Producing a work is enjoyable to him. and isofteri.a,caU,..
lyst or source of additional work."
Color has been and remains a
major concern in the development
of Drury's work, and form is made
apparent through Jack of color.
Drury's works include paintings,
drawings, sculptures, prints and
His
three dimensional works.
works Jiave been displayed at Geoffrey Taber Gallery, Columbus,
Tangeman Fine Aits Gallery, University of Cincinnati, Fort Hayes
Gallery, and Anti Gallery in Hollywood.
The third artist whose works
will be displayed is Roberta
She also received her
master's in fine arts from Ohio.
State University in 1986. Eichen-ber- g
also works with glass. Her
glass sculptures reflect her artistic
skills. Her works have' been displayed at galleries including
Spangler Cummings Gallery, P.L.
Patenaude Glass Studio and Gallery
in New York, and the Creative
Arts Center in Chico, California.

quently invited to be guest performers at the Ohio State Fair.
This band has performed live on
Columbus, area television and
radio stations and
will be the hosts of "North Coast
Bluegrass," a television show on
WKOR, Lorain. Ohio beginning in
ApriL
Can-tonMasssi-

lon

CRUISE CHIPS
NOW HIRING

MF

.

Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii. Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc CALL NOW!
Summer

XOa-TSft-OT- TS

&

Ext
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with

Ironweed

This week we are reviewing

Ir-

onweed, a film based on William
Kennedy's Pulitzer Prize winning
book of the same name. The film
chronicles the lives of two bums,
Francis Phelen and Helen, as they,
along with other boms, stuggle to
survive life on the streets of Albany, NY during the 1930's. Francis, played by Jack Nicholson, is
a bum who once was a great baseball player. Now a drunk, he is
constantly pursued by the ghosts
of his past. Helen, played by Meryl Streep, was once a fairly affluent woman, now almost penniless, and suffering from a terminal
gastric illness due to alcohol.
DC: Without a doubt, one could
say that Ironweed has a lot going
for it. Besides being filmed in
my home town, it also has Jack
Nicholson and Meryl Streep act
ing out a Pulitzer Prize winning
story, and that's only on the surface. What makes' this film even
greater is that it is a very "meaty-filwith a lot of character and
rare flung in films these
depth,
days.
m

by ALICIA CARTER

CROWTHER

can not begin to fathom. Kennedy uses reality to show what we
see when we look at street people
someone drunk and dirty talking
into space, .about nothing in particular. For the bums, however,
their fantasy person standing in
front of them is as real to them as
they are themselves.
.

KS: Yeah... (Doug wants to say
more about this, so 111 keep my
comment

short).
DC: Like I was saying,' the way
the hums are presented to us is
really the exceptional thing about
Right before a person
this film.
dies in this film, Kennedy shows
us a glimpse of who that person
is, and how he or she got to be
where he or she is. The tactic is
effective; we realize that this person is a human being, in some
cases very intelligent, who never
had a chance. The film does not
preach, but does make one think a
little bit.

.

KS: You know, I didn't realize until the final credits that this film
was done by Hector Babenco and
I should have. Like in Kiss of the
Spider Woman, Babenco effectively uses the properties of film to
show us more than one level of
reality. Creepy and unnerving,
the ghosts of Francis' past move
in and out of his present reality.
In understanding what has happened in Helen's life, we are
shown a shadow of what Helen
once was and could have been
again a popular singer.
I thought that this technique
was used to illustrate the larger
point that all the bums in this
film had stories to tell; to show
that human beings, no matter how
far down they have sunk in life,
all have value that we as outsiders
DC:

KS: Gee. Doug, verbose today
aren't we? If I knew you were going to talk SO MUCH. I would
have written more in my comment
earlier, but you can read my I.S....
Anyway, I was impressed by this
film; when films are made from
successful novels the filmmaker
has a lot to contend with, but Babenco has succeeded in making an
Oscar nominated film from a com-

On Tuesday evening, Feb. 23,
the Cleveland Orchestra made its
annual pilgrimage to Wooster.
Students, patrons, and people
from the country began to stream
into McGaw as soon as the doors
were opened to the public, and by
8:15 the chapel was packed. The
audience waited expectantly for
the traditionally wonderful performance.
For Giovanni Gabrieli's Three
Cantonas, a group of brass
players appeared on stage and assembled themselves into two
smaller "choirs." This formation
was to recreate the conditions under which the first "motets" were
performed, namely using groups

pitted against one another in
dialogue.
The Cleveland Brass" performed the canzo-na- s
with richness, clarity, and
musicality, with particularly effective use of dynamic contrasts.
Since significant technical advances have been made in brass
instruments since the sixteenth
century, Tuesday's audience certainly experienced a more tuneful
rendition of Gabrieli's canzonas
than the composer himself would
ever have heard.
The French horn was the
"featured instrument" of the concert, and. looking like a golden
Siegfried straight from Wagner's
"Ring Cycle," young Eric Ruske
an-tipho-

1

prize-winnin-

novel.

g

"Talking With..." by Jane Martin introduces 11 monologues presented by interesting women,
about parts of their lives. It is refreshing to see someone finally
up the large pool of talented actresses on this campus with engaging and challenging roles.
The production is directed by
Caty DeWalt for her senior LS. It
works to show how these women
will mark the lives of the audience
with what they have to share.
Each woman has something to
--

Where can you get the best haircare at the best prices?
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS, the affordable salon:
5
College Hills Plaza,
263-918-

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS - MEN & WOMEN
GENERALISTS AND SPECIALISTS
Two overnight 8 week camps in New York's Adirondack Mountains

have openings for tennis, waterfront (WSI, ALS, sailing, skiing, small
crafts), all team sports, gymnastics, artscrafts, pioneering, music,
photography, drama, dance, and nurses who love fun and children.
Write: Professor Robert S. Gersten, Brant Lake Camp,
84 Leamington Street. Lido Beach, NY 11561

Ruske moved like a dancer, as' if
using his body to draw forth the.
gorgeous tones. The concerto
it-Conti-

nued

on page 10

,

shattered mirror with a. blank,
bleak monolith in the back- - ground. Susan Terrano uses her
lighting to create a mood that is
filled by the energy of the women. The costumes by Jodi Petri-se- k
reflect the characters of the
women who would have chosen
them and create an important di- -

mention to the characters.
Ellen Muse presents a tired actress on whpm the stage life is
Her
beginning to wear.
shell is showing signs of
cracking, but she struggle to hide
her vulnerability welL
Playing the down and out rodeo
star Big Eight, Elise Bonza is
filled with anger and pain. Her
treatment by "them" that own the
with a
rodeo now is
keen eye. on the changes that are
being made in what she loves.
Images of the way rodeo used to
be are clear and a wonderful juxta
position to what is happening.
a very believable womElizabeth Lane prelabor,
an in
pares herself for a tough delivery
She
and life with her child.
shows a woman truly in love with
a husband who seems very lovable. There is a belief mat they
win be able to love their abnormal child, and thatthe prayers she
offers will be answered.
Displaying the relieved grief of
a woman who watched her mother
take to her bed and die, Katie
O'Grady shares the woman's last
months. Telling sadly amusing
stories laced with love she introduces the audience to a wonderful
ukn raiuul hmr mrvi contin
ued to teach her with her death.
Neurotic as she may seem. Julie
Shargel's actress
is likable.
The audience watches in morbid
well-train-

well-present-

ed

ed

-

-

A

A

.

quality, 'with long, perfectly-forme- d
phrases and a stunning
range of dynamics.
At times

say. even if it is usually a little
different. The struggles the women go through are well presented.
Andrew Traglia's set shows the
distorted images of the lives on a

I

You have to drive to Akron to see
this film but its worth it. In
case you hadn't noticed we highly
recommend this film. In fact,
Doug ound it so good, he didn't
even mind Meryl Streep.

Clarified Arivprfisements

old

by RUSTY HOOD

know that you, Doug, were engrossed the entire film, but I found
the pacing a bit slow.

Grade:

24-year--

Student actresses meet Martin's
challenge in "Talking With"

--

plex,

took the stage. The
homist first performed Richard
Strauss' Horn Concerto No. I in E
Flat Major with the Cleveland Orchestra when he was 21. (Strauss
himself was only 19 when he
composed the concerto. ) A verbal
. description
of Ruske's playing
simply cannot do him justice.
Full and rich, the sound of the
horn took on a beautiful singing

nal

-.-Playin-

by KATHY SABOL and DOUG

Ruske, Orchestra brilliant

g

Sabol

and
Crowther

r?as,l

VOICE1

b

V

forced-to-great-lengths-to-get-a--

fascination, wondering whether
she will carry out her dirty deed,

and truly cares for the outcome.
Jacoba Christian's presentation
of a former championship baton
twirler is a strange delight. She
Continued on page 10
-

.

JOE WILLIAMS, the great Jaza Vocalist, performed la
Lowry Ceater Ballroom last Saturday to the delight of
many. (Photo by Margaret Lydecaer)

part
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.ELECTIONS
Candidate

S.G.A.

upcoming events on campus I
hope to increase communication
not only between other organizations but between G.A. members
and their constituents.

Speeches
In Lowry Pit:
Feb. 29 at 7:30 p.m. and
March 1 at 12:00 p.m.

S.G.A.

Lowry

Elections

in

and Kittredge:

March 2 from

4--

7

Langley for President

p.m.

Hanlon for President.
My name is Pete Hanlon and I
am presently running for the position of S.G.A. President. The Student Government Association of
the College of Wooster strives to
needs of
meet the
students in a variety of ways such
as running vans to and from
Cleveland at the beginning and
end of breaks, coordinating large
and small storage, allocating
funds to campus organizations,
appointing student editors to the
Potpourri, Judicial Board, the New
Student Directory as well as apever-changi-

ng

pointing student representatives
to various faculty committees, and
addressing the general concerns of
students in the areas of the telephone system, the Lowry Center
food plan. Bookstore prices, and
Academic Computer Services.
As a member of the General Assembly of S.G.A. for the past two
years, I have, along with other
G.A. members, worked to communicate the needs of my constituents to the attention of S.G.A.
The work that I have done as a
member of the ad hoc committee
to revise the S.G.A. constitution
and as the Chairperson of the ad
hoc committee to create the
for this new constitution has
helped better address the concerns
of students by reorganizing the
structure of the Cabinet (i.e. creating a new office to address specific student affairs) and better defining the duties of the members of
Cabinet. As a member of the FiBy-La-

nancial

Affairs

Committee,

I am seeking the office of
S.G.A. President in order to initiate a system of government in
which the concerns of the student
body are addressed with decisiveI beness, energy and action.
lieve in an S.G.A. composed of
strong student leaders who can
mobilize quickly and who are not
afraid to assert their opinions and
I
their authority as individuals.
an S.G.A. with a sobelieve in
cial and political conscience that
stands firm in the face of institutional opposition. I believe in an
S.G.A., in short, that shapes the
collective energy and intellect of
its members into a force that
achieves its goals through action.
I have served two consecutive
terms as the director of S.G.A.'s
Public Relations Committee; I
have a feel for the organization
and an understanding of how to
make it work as an efficient and
effective unit. I ask for the opportunity to use my experience to
lead S.G.A. in a presidential capacity, creating and maintaining a

government that accurately

I

cil.

As a candidate for the position

of President of S.G.A.. my goal is

to continue to improve meeting
student concerns and needs and
thus further defining the, identity
of S.G.A. In addition, by usina;
S.G.A. as a" forum for announcing

Pandya for President
To begin with I would like to
tell you a little about myself. I
am a sociology major with a minor in political science. My future plans include attending law
school after graduation. Over the
course of my college years I have
been involved in several activities. One of these activities is
cheerleading. Gospel Choir is the
means I have used the past two
years to express the artistic side,
of me. Currently I represent the
College of Wooster as a tour guide
and overnight host which enables
me to influence student admission.
Most importantly I have served
on Student Government Association for the last two years.
I began my Student Government

Association experience

money. In the spring of 1986-8- 7
the FAC chairperson position was
open for which I ran and won.
Unfortunately my career was cut
short when the new constitution
was implemented in the spring of
1986-7- .
The new constitution
Thereeliminated the position.
I camthe
year
end
of
the
fore at
paigned and won the cabinet position of Treasurer which I hold

presently.
If elected President of the Student Government Association, I
see the Wooster campus as having
a bright future filled with change
Student Govand improvement.
ernment's role is to be a liason
between the campus community
and the administration. I would
like to see that role tapped to its
fullest capacity. Positive changes
have occurred because of Student
Government work but a lot more
needs to be done. I hope I am
given the opportunity to influence
these changes first hand. I am experienced, energetic and motivated
to achieve. I feel under my leadership the campus community and
Student Government will benefit.
I hope that all of you will give
me the honor of saying I represent you as your Student Government President.

Carter For Vice President
of Academic Affairs

re-

flects student interest and actively
pursues student concerns.

ws

helped address student needs by
joining other committee members
in making recommendations for
the allocation of the S.G.A. General Fund to programs and organizations which help raise campus
awareness. In addition, my work
as a representative on Campus
Council this semester has helped
me to realize student concerns in
the areas of faculty hiring and retention, the chartering of new
campus organizations, and the
present structure of Campus Coun-

ills

in the

1986-8- 7
school term when I was
elected Holden Hall Representative. After several meetings I was
selected to serve on the Financial
Affairs Committee (FAC) which
determines how the Student Government Association allocates its

beI am running for
cause I believe that student participation in the universitycollege
governance process is one of the
most important contributions one
Having
can make to a school.
served two previous consecutive
terms, I have a proven record of
accomplishments, particularly in
terms of those academic affairs
which most affect students. One
very important accomplishment
has been the reformation of the
re-electi- on

Educational Affairs Committee
which allows students to have

di-

rect input into matters of educational policy. This committee
was founded on the principle that
changes in the status quo are both
necessary and healthy to the cam- '
pus community as a whole. This
year alone the regrouped Educational Affairs Committee submitted proposals aimed at changing
the Academic Calendar for more
convenient exam schedules in
1988-8seeking just compensation for editorial efforts by individuals connected with the school
newspaper; and other issues concerned with the recognition of leAlgitimate student concerns.
though some of these issues met
with resistance, the Committee
holds steadfast to the resolution
9;

of these concerns, and under my
direction next year will continue
to do so.
Included on next year's potential
agenda are the consideration of a
Cultural Area Studies requirement
(i.e. black studies, women's studies, etc.), increased student input
in the faculty tenuring process,
and a reduction of academic-relate- d

probations

leading to student

withdrawal.
With these programs and others,
we will continue towards the improvement of the academic atmosphere on campus and the value
I
placed on student interests.
look forward to discussing these
issues with you as I embark upon
for
a third term as
Academic Affairs.
Vice-Preside-

nt

Koos for Vice President of
Student Affairs
In case you don't know me, I
am Katherine Koos and I am a
sophomore here at the College of
Wooster. Origin ally, I come from
New York City. I am currently a
member of the Student Government Association General Assembly. In G.A. I have been on the
Public Relations Committee for
the past year. This semester I've
joined the Educational Affairs Advisory Committee and the Food
Service Committee and I continue
to work on the Public Relations
Committee. As a member of the
Student Alumni Association, I am
currently working with the publicity committee. I am also trustee
on the Jenny Student Aid Fund
and I have been since my first
year. In S.A.B, I am on the Public Relations Committee. I belong
to the International Students Association where I work on their
. publicitycommittee. I have begun
to help out the "International "
which is a newsletter for I.S.A.
Last but not least I am on the programming board for Compton
Hall.
I feel that I am a strong candidate for G.A.'s Vice President of
Student Affairs: I have been at
Wooster for two years. I have had
experience working with a wide
variety of people as is evident in
my campus involvement with various different groups and orginiza-tionof StuAs
dent Affairs, I will be there for
the students of the College of
Wooster. I hope to help solve
the problems by forming committees whether the concern involves
the whole campus or just a small
group. I feel that I am sympathetic to the needs of the students.
I hope you agree!
s.

Vice-Preside-

nt

(I

wW'imy:

Bhatia for Campus Council
Member-At-Larg- e

My name is Sandeep Bhatia and

I am a candidate for one of the
positions
three Member-at-Larg- e
on Campus Council. As a member
of this body consisting of students, faculty members, and administrators, I will be a direct representative of the student body and
work to represent their issues and
concerns to Council. I have been
a member of Council for the past
year and am currently chairing a
task force on racism. In keeping
with the powers and duties of
Council, I hope to address matters
concerning both the social and academic facets of campus life. I
feel that students can and should
play an integral part in decision- making at Wooster, for it is they
who are affected the most by

events occurring here.

Since

Council has powers to pass legislation on any social policy and
make recommendations concerning
academic issues, it provides an
ideal opportunity for students who

want to represent the student
body.
My experience aV
for Student Affairs in Student
Vice-Preside-

nt

Gov-

for two
terms, and as a past member of the
ernment

Association

Student Activities Board, should
serve me well in making and implementing policies which will
best represent the interests of the
student body. I have been fortunate in having opportunities to
represent student concerns in various faculty and trustee committees
and am confident that I can continue to do so through Council.
If you have any questions or
concerns regarding my statement
or issues on campus, I would be
glad to meet with you at a suitable
time. Thank you for your

Musgrove
Council

for

Member-At-Larg-

--

Campus
e

I'm Todd Musgrove and I am
running for the position of Campus Council member-at-largI
am currently the chairperson of
the Travel Committee of the SAB,
a member of Kappa Chi, and in
the Army Reserve. It is through
my many experiences with these,
large groups that I am able to
effectively in group situations. I am confident in my ability to represent the student .body
with concerns and' issues that
come before Campus Council and
am eager to present several issues
myself.
e.

in-ter-

act

'
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Wexler Tor Campus Council

Member-At-Larg-

e

The Greek philosopher Phaedrus
once said that things are not always the way that they appear to
be. While this statement may not
exactly shock anyone, it is still
worth considering. One place it
is worth considering is in the upcoming Campus Council elec-

tions.
My name is Paul Wexler and I
would like to serve on Campus
Council. As this is my first year
at Wooster, a drawback I possess
is my lack of experience. I obviously have not served in governHowever, this apparent
ment.
weakness is actually an advantage.
Because of my lack of experience, I would bring a new, fresh
k
to Campus Council.
Since there are SGA members on
council as well as
members, having a fresh voice would
not cause Campus Council to
drown in a sea of inexperience.
In fact, having a new voice would
be beneficial.
I do have experience in other
I am currently in my
matters.
fifth year of the Model United NationsSpeech and Debate. This activity forces one, if he or she will
it or no, to think objectively and
fast. I also work at WCWS and
serve on the governing board in
Douglass Hall.
rAsbL.fee 4,, I hav two. main advantages. My lack of experience
in student government allows me
to view things with a fresh perspective.
Second, my participation in many activities has helped
me learn a sense of responsibility. These two reasons are why I
believe, despite appearances, that
I would do an excellent job on
Campus Council. I hope you give
me that chance.
out-loo-

at-lar- ge

DeRitis for Public Relations Chairperson
My name is Julie M. DeRitis,
and I am running for Chairperson
of Public Relations. Ideally, a
student government takes into account the opinions of all students
it governs. In .the reality of its
operations, however, it is not always able to accomplish this.
Due to the vast number of different concerns and priorities of the
student body (including those of
the student government), this lack
of representation is understandable, but not fully justified as such.
It is my concern to inform the
public and S.G.A. that one reason
for this problem may be poor
Communication
communication.
between the student body and its
representatives needs to be a two
way street and is crucial, otherwise the task of student government is not carried out and the
concerns of the students arc not

met.

The

more

inter

communication of campus concerns, the more insight and input
the students will have. Thus concerns will be voiced and solutions, if needed, can be examined
and initiated.
As Public Relations Chairperson
of S.G.A., I would be concerned
with establishing proper communication by exploring new and
different forms of it As a candidate I feel that I am well suited to
research and carry student concerns and opinions in this manner
to their representatives.
I have
worked on Town Council campaigns in my home town, Rochester, N.Y., as well as ad campaigns
for the New York State Economic
Development Council concerning
an Advanced E.D. Course and publicity campaigns for Industrial Development in Rochester and Monroe County. I have worked at The
New York State Department of
Health and The Department of Pure
Waters providing them with information updates of residential and
property owners, and at U.S. Tele-main sales, promoting a product
to people directly. I have taken
advertising design at Rochester
Institute of Technology and have
a strong art background and portfolio thanks to the art department
here.
I hope that with these goals and
qualifications, my platform is
clear and acceptable. I urge all
members of the student body to
become more involved in student
affairs and I hope that one way to
do this is to vote in the upcoming election.
rt

Marcin for Public Relations Chairperson
The position of Public Relations Chairperson can be whatever
one makes of it. The title of Public Relations speaks for itself in
the sense that it is a link between
an organization and the people for
whom that organization works.
So often a common problem between students and student government is a general lack of communication. My goals as Public Relations Chairperson would be to
improve the image of SGA around
campus, and to increase the awareness of SGA's goals and accomplishments to the student body.
Some of my suggestions to
change this typical but not
gap arc: To further publicize Student Government Association events, both campus wide
and within the organization, by
posting more obvious and more
widespread signs. No more spiral
staircase blur! To upgrade and relocate the Student Government Association Board by keeping current minutes posted, and moving
it to the main floor of Lowry
where everyone will be able to see
it. To write a weekly article for
the Voice on the proceedings,
concerns and decisions made by
Student Government.
un-solva-

I am a first year student, a
member of the Wooster Scot

'

marching and symphonic bands,
an employee of the Andrews Library , and the pledge class president for Epsilon Kappa Omicron,
a womens' club on campus. These
activities enable me to have a
well rounded idea of various aspects of campus life. I am also a
current General Assembly representative from Holden Hall, which
has given me a working knowledge of how the meetings are run,
and a chance to learn the responsibilities of the Public Relations
Chairperson.
I have chosen to seek this
cabinet position as a sophomore
because I feel the younger you are
when you take a leadership role
the more potential you have to
grow and mature with the job, and
eventually become more effective
as a leader. Student Government
needs strong leaders that are aware
of the concerns of the students,
and able to make a difference in
the way Student Government is
perceived around campus; I feel I
am that candidate.

Nemali for Public
tions Chairperson

Page 9-
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different roles of government have
given him insight and have

Speech Communication minor. Career objectives: Advertising Photography & Subliminal Perception. Would like to use my communication skills in the post of a
Public Relations Chairperson and
act effectively as a sort of liason
between the S.G.A and the general
student body. Have served on the
Campus Council as a Member-at-larg- e

helped him to become more aware

of the students' everyday needs.
In his first year at the college he
has seen how the institution
works and what does not work
within the institution. "I believe
that each student has certain needs
and if those needs can be met,
then the SGA should do all that it
can to fulfill those needs." It is a
time of unsure feelings about governments as a whole and that
should be changed. Your government is there for your benefit and
if you don't use it to its fullest
potential, then you have lost what
is your basic right. That is why I
am running for The Chairperson
of the Public Relations Committee
of the SGA. That is why I believe
you should vote for Matt Wallace
on March 2 . "I believe that when
a bureaucracy is working at its
best, it is working for the peo-

India Week

(1987-88- ).

(through the International Student
Association) on the publicity &
poster design (1986). Have worked
in an Advertising agency for two
summers in India.
Thank you for your attention.

Wallace for Public
tions Chairperson

Rela-

It has been said that Matt Wallace is a vibrant and aware indi
vidual. His many experiences in

ple."

...

I

i

Rela-

Good afternoon to all you students of Wooster. It's about that
time of the year when we (the candidates) have to garner all our social acquaintances and go about

the

whole

process

of

"campaigning" for our votes. As
this publication is made available
to you around lunch time, I hope
you are having a pleasant, or hearty, or light (whatever seems ap- propriate) lunch. According to
medical research, meals are not
healthy if they are hampered by

unpleasant

political

I
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salestalk,

hence I am not going to bother
you with a lengthy biography. Instead, I am going to list the pertinent information about myself in
the most succint way possi-

ble
Arun K. Nemali: Hail from
Madras, India. Studio Art major.

MCfe

o)

Consider the benefits of your

MBA

from UKX
A

program that works with you:

Gain management experience
while earning a salary through
coop. You 11 enhance your resume and
you could land a great job. Excellent teaching
and research in 11 concentrations complement your co-o-p learning experience.
A dynamic location for learning and
Hvtng: Chicago's exciting business environment is in our front yard and our backyard.
Our campus is easily accessed by car and
public transportation.
A valuable alternative: Chicago's only

blc

state-supporte- d,

AACS8-accredite-

d

MBA

program helps you reach your goals without
losing your shirt
' write or call

312-S3G-457-

3.

TM

unvtRsrry

or
uncus

n

OtCAOO

Students rally for Beveri-seCampus Council

Mem-ber-at-Lar-

e,

ge

Candidate,
outside Lowry Center

The MBA Program (MC 077)
College of Business Administration

Bok4348
Chicago, tdinois 60680

.
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Thompson
(continued from page 5)
These primates are particularly
useful to Thompson's work, but
also to that of her students. Since
the program's conception, there
has been at least one student each

semester

working

specifically

with the primates on campus. Recently they have been working on
questions of
and
Thompson and
her students watch the monkeys'
reactions to mirrors, video-tape- s
of themselves and also videotapes of strangers.
One of Thompson's concerns,
even though all of these monkeys
were born in captivity, is an ethical one:
"Are we justified in
keeping them here?" Thompson
and her students are always considering.
Thompson is
"determined to keep it up front."
As long as the issue remains relevant and on the minds of the students, she feels comfortable with
the situation.
Moreover, Thompson is "happy
with Wooster" and says that
"liberal arts is an intellectual
self-awarene-

self-recogniti-

ss

on.

challenge"

which

involves

"conversations with people
side of her discipline."

out-

Symphony

Scot Band
(continued from page 3)
where she directed performances
for the Rose and Peach Bowls.
This performance will open with
Schuman's "Chester Overture.'' The
piece is based upon a famous revolutionary hymn and marching
song. Other highlights include
feature soloist David Sick playing
the French horn for the Mozart
Sansone piece, entitled Concerto
Number 2. Sick is a senior from
Lancaster, Pennsylvania who is
majoring in Greek Studies. He is
currently a member of the Wooster
Brass, Wooster Symphonic Orchestra, Choral Union, as well as
the Scot Symphonic and Marching

Bands.

Klorh's

"Billboard

March," Reed's "Russian Christmas Music," Grainger's "Ye Banks
and Braes O' Bonnie Doon and
Shepards Hey," FilmoreFennel's
"Rolling Thunder March," and
Ar-noldPaynt-

er's

"Four

Scottish

Dances" are all pieces included in
the program. In addition, the bagpipers, dancers, and drummers will
join the performance in the piece
"Music from Scotland".
Sunday's performance will offer
the musicians their first opportunity to perform this concert before
their long awaited tour.--

-

C0LLnG2 HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

(continued from page 7)
self was reminiscent of a modified
Da Capo aria-t- he
opening Allegro
section, initiated by the hunting
call, was followed by a slower,
more melodic Andante section, and
eventually returned to a highly ornamented version of the original
Allegro.
The final offering of the evening was Franz Schubert's Symphony No. 9 in C Major. The "Great
C major" Symphony was one of
Schubert's final compositions, and
was not performed until ten years
after his death.
But at the
time of its first performance,
many people found it difficult to
listen to, and impossible to understand. The Cleveland Orchestra
played with brilliance and stunning musicality, and Jahja Ling
displayed his excellence as a conductor as he led the musicians
through Schubert's great Symphony, and, in the words of Robert
Schumann, "transported us into a
world where we cannot recall ever
having been before."

ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER
Igg
SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
BRITISH FACULTY
COURSES
Britah and European studiee
are offered in Manftura. haMory. art ruskxy.
drama, muac aociotogy. education,
peyenoiogy, cmiaiiuriitations. and poatica.

Fnp

IJL

jjL

ill

Visits to the theatre.

museums, galleries.
Pf
I (LI
schooto. social and
political institutions are
an integral part of the I A
curriculum.

LJ
11

For

Hi

to.ii Monnaaon

lrarnational Programs

jlTI

Ntmcii CoHsQat
Ithaca. New York 14860
007-274-33- 06

eenal infovaisejoa

-

atoout tne Mtece CoHege London Center to;

address
VEAA

i tec OfAce of International rograme, Muaar?1& WiecaCoaege; Wieca,

NY 14860

While this victim said, "I didn't
see anything myself," several other residents on the hall reported
seeing a man of similar description roaming the hall since early
that afternoon. One resident reported that the man knocked on
her door at about 1:00 and asked
for an unknown person named
Lisa. He then asked directions to
Stevenson Hall. After receiving
directions and talking with the
resident, he left. She later described him to Campus Security
and the police.
Earlier in the afternoon of Feb.
18, at about 1:45, Andrea C as trier
of Compton second floor found
her wallet missing from a drawer
in her desk. "I was just down the
hall, out of my room for five
I got back my top
drawer was hanging open." She
reported stolen credit cards and
cash later that afternoon to Campus Security.
Just before C as trier discovered
the burglary, another Compton
resident saw a man walking out of
Cas trier's room. The resident stated, "It was about twenty to
two. ..He was coming out of her
room the door was open." She
too later gave authorities a description of a man with sandy
blond hair, of medium height, and
wearing a leather bomber jacket
and jeans.
Michelle Bechtel, of Douglass
first floor, reported that a man in
a red cap and leather jacket entered
her room at about 2:00 that Thursday afternoon. She too had been
sleeping on her loft and woke to

find him rifling

(continued from page 7)
demonstrates the mindset of this
complicated woman and shares the
triumphs and tragedies with a
rhythm not unlike that of a flying

If one's dream is to live in
McDonald's as opposed to Oz then
Jacoba Christian's story of a bag
lady's dream will be appealing.
The images of plastic and McDonald's show the importance of
looking for a dream.
Katie Luce presents a woman
who has found her philosophy of
life. By choosing to almost literally wear her heart on her sleeve
She is
she becomes interesting.
as interested in others as in sharing her own experiences and will
try to make a mark on you.
The 1 1 women share very different experiences and have vastly
separate lives, and yet their stories combine together to create
an interesting, if eclectic, collage. Showing tonight and tomorrow night in Shoolroy Theater, Talking With..." is an enjoyable, challenging play where you
could meet some very interesting

1

baton.
An older woman's obsession
with light is played with warmth
by Katie O'Grady. The shadows
and brights of her life are tied
into the lights. As she tells the
audience of her interests she struggles to show that it is not a sign
of senility.
Laura Steenbcrg's Appalachian
e
snake handler is a
study
and
love
of
spirituality. Her questions of her faith are asked and
answered with candor as she struggles to find what she needs to get
by in her world.
A housewife who spends her
days in Oz shares her fantasy. Ellen Muse shows a woman who
cannot deal with one life but gets
by very well somewhere else. The
joy of fantasy is easily seen.
well-don-

people.

Bechtel said, "I really couldn't
see his features," and so waited to
notify Campus Security of the incident until Monday, when she
suspected the intruder of being involved in the other incidents.
Chief Carl Yund of Campus Security said earlier this week, "We
believe it's the same perpetrator
in all the incidents," and is working with the Wooster police. He

noted that descriptions of the
stranger corresponded to one another closely.
Capt. Foster added that the incidents in Holden and Compton are
classified as aggravated burglary
and are felony offenses and. encourages students to lock their
doors during any absence and at

night.

Vacation...

en

through her
things. When confronted he ran
out. Bechtel and her roommate
have not reported any losses.

"Talking With"

Burglaries

(continued from page 1)

min-utes...Wh-

Study Abroad
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a break for it and

go Greyhound...
Based on
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round-tri-

acn way
p

purchase.

BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW
Transportation effective
February 15 thru April 25, 1988!

Wooster Bus Station
-

416 East Liberty Street
242-43- 41

(Inside Liberty House)

Sports

NORTH
COAST
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE

Scots fall to Lords in
NCAC playoffs 65-6- 4
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
The Scots ran to a. relatively
easy victory over the Kenyon
Lords last Saturday in Kenyon. So
coming back to Tim ken for the
n
of a
single elimination

fouled Kenyon point guard Nelson
Since the Scots were
Morris.
Morris had to hit
leading
He
the
ends
both
of
calmly knocked them both down,
:18
and gave Kenyon the lead
left Meszaros immediately got

.

62-6-

conference tournament did not
seem. to be all that bad of a proposition. The home court advantage lias always proven to be a
boon to teams, but in this game
that was not the case. The crowd
stayed quiet until late in the sec-

the inbounds pass and drove
straight for the opposite foul line.

As he closed towards it, Rob Peterson was making a sharp cut under the backet and up the lane,
around an excellent Matt Hiestand
pick. He received the entry pass
as the crowd held its breath. The
play moved in slow steps, as if
someone was flipping through a

ond half, getting almost drowned
out by the few, but rowdy Kenyon
fans in attendance. So the Scots
were left to fend for themselves,
relatively speaking.
conThe game was a
trolled, "coached," sort of affair.
Both Steve Moore and Bill Brown
preach a cautious offense; Brown
does almost to an absurd point.
So the game was bound to be
close the whole way. And it was.
But in the end. the factors that de- -

Peterson
series of snapshots.
turned, dribbled once, leaned in

slow-it-u- p,

efforts of one Lord and one Scot.
The game was on the line with
:53 seconds left. Kenyon came
out of the huddle and tried an
play to high jumper Mark
Speer. Daryl Sanders and Mike
Trimmer foiled the play. The ball
went out of bounds, and Kenyon
lined up and tried it again. Once
again it was foiled, but this time
point guard. Mike McCormick

1.

one-and-o- ne.

life-spa-

.

toward the basket and canned the,
"J." Hysteria. Time-ou-t.
left. They still
Kenyon with
get off at least
to
time
had enough
the ball was
as
But
a
inbound ed, Morris used an old
player's trick, grabbing Scot Fred
Schwendler and pulling him down,
so it looked like Schwendler had
charged. The referee who probably had only seen the tail end of
the play called a push on Schwendler. An ironic note to this last
play was that Kenyon's leading
starter. Dave
scorer, and four-yefor possibench
Mitchell sat the
college
his
of
play
the
last
bly
career.
10-fo-

ot

05
.--

3-poi-

al-ley-- oop

nter.

ar

--

.

Women beat Case,
advance in playoffs

But Mitchell would see another
game as Morris went down to the
other end and once again calmly
sank the free throws to win the
The Scots tried one j
game,
last desperation pass, which went
out of bounds, and that was it.
odyssey of Scot
The four-yeseniors John Mead. McCormick
and Sanders ended on a down note,
but they and the rest of the Scott
.have to be satisfied with a season
that yielded a winning record, despite a turnover in the coaching
ranks. Had Moore garnered per65-6-

4.

ar

haps three more victories, he
would have quite an accomplishment. One easily forgets that the
season
Scott weathered an
year
this
finished
last year, and
well over .500. The story of the
Scots this year is one the melding
phid
of the more
losophy of Moore and the bonding of the individuals on the team
into one unit whose sole goal was
to win together.
Next year, the Scots return all of
their starters except McCormick.
They will be in a totally different
league, as Kenyon. OWU. Allegheny and Oberlin will all be losing
one or more key players. And the
subs will be one year better. They
will be in a position to win the
league.
8-- 18

player-oriente-

it's that

.againThe Second Annual

time
Base-

ball Extravaganza.
Mr. Rayman. no, excuse me. I
after all we
mean Dr. Rayman
do have doctorates' in the field of
baseball. Just look at our prediction record for last season.
YupLast year, we were mere
apprentices, and now we are established geniuses in the field of
Let's just reach
prognostication.
over and pat ourselves on the
back.- -;

(pat, pat; pat)
We took some wild guesses last
year based, of course, on inside

down to a skeleton
team. We were missing Tomaset-t- i.
Lark, and McCauley," cried
Coach Hart The end result was
not good. Kenyon had beaten
Wooster again for the second
time; the score was
Kenyon slipped by in every aspect of Saturday's game. They
slightly out rebounded, shot just a
little better and the tournovers
were in the favor of Kenyon.
Wooster was unable to penetrate.
Brenda Hiel was the leading
scorer of this game with 20
points; Monica Hansen had 14
and Stephanie Porter had 12. Although the team had three players
in double figures, they did not
Jiave a lot of support behind
them.
The first round of the Confrence
Tournament was a success for the
Lady Scots. It is always very difficult to beat a team three times,
but the Lady Scots beat the odds
and Denison went home with a
"We-wer-

61-7- 4.

.

--
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AL East:

Milwaukee will be at or near the
top an year long, battling Toronto and the rebounding Red Sox.
Detroit will be pretenders for half
can sit
the season. Yankee-hatenever
They
will
back and laugh.
rs

be close despite the multitude
and the revolving-doo- r
management hiring policies.
all-star-

of

s,

The second round of the tounna-mebegins on Thursday. The
Lady Srott will have to travel So
first seed Allegheny. The one
thing that Coach' Hart win concentrate on is their defense. They
have a strong defensive team and
Wooster will need to penetrate
this. To do this they will need to
shoot from the outside wen.
The final games for the men and
the women win be held at Wooster on Saturday the 27th.
nt

1

Jt ir

-

A

SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 27

"Cheesehead" Steinbrermer will be
the causes of their early collapse.
Billy Martin and and Steinbrermer
will kill each other with butter
knives in the middle of the NY

WOMEN'S FINAL - 6:00 PM
MENS FINAL - 8:15 PlM.

dining spot, Elaine's, arguing
over the value of a 1952 Mickey

Mantle baseball I card. More disgruntled Indian arms will wander
into Tucson than you can shake a
can of pine tar at, and they will
be left even more frustrated. Tribe
Continued on page 12

BASKETBALL

comes to
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

lack of pitching and George

.

spectively.

4

CHAMPIONSHIP
intelligence. And many of them
were successful. Had we not tried
to blow Boston out of the water.
we would have been perfect in the
AL'East.
Now for this year's predictions.
Sit back, relax, and read away.
And when we're finished, if you
don't like them you can go soak
your head.

1
loss.
Coach Hart stated. This was a
great team effort. Everything was
executed weU. The 34 court press
worked well and we received most
of our points off of turnovers."
Brenda Hiel had a career high
with 29 points in Tuesday's game.
Stephanie Porter. Donna My
ford, and Monica Hansen proved
to be strong' allies for HieL
They scored 12. 10. and 10 re-

75-5-

e

C0a:oi7i32iirccn

by DR. SHUTS and DR. RAYMAN

folks

by SUE HOLUNGSHEAD

f

Annual Baseball Extravaganza!
Well

Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University

TICKETS:
$1

students, faculty and staff (with LD.)

;
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Annual Baseball Extravaganza!
(continued from page 11)
fans, it's the quality, not the quantity that wins games. Billy Ripken is an Ollie North fan, so Baltimore can't win.
Milwaukee:
A powerful line-u- p
and strong arms will finally jell.
Toronto: Too much talent to be
counted out
Boston:
Lee Smith will be the
stopper they need.
Detroit: Too old to be anything
but pretenders.
New York: Jack Clark's big nose
won't help this bunch of malcon-

de vivc, they'll be nipping at the
A's heels all season. The Texas
Olympians will return to 1986
form.
Minnesota will finally
show how they can really play
ball: about as well as Prince can
act I forget who the rest of the
teams in the division are, but if
one of these happens to win the
division, they'll probably win the
World Series as well.

tents.

Kansas City: Saberhagen will win
twenty.
Texas: Even though Incaviglia is
a dick.
Minnesota: The dome will fall in
and become a cellar.
Seattle: Dick Williams won't go
out a winner.
Chicago: Bad, bad Leroy Brown.
California: Old Pirates don't help

Cleveland:

(bve-bv-

Yeah, Ken Schrom is

a real major
er... Right.

league

Room!!!

Oakland:

pitch-

Baltimore:. What happened?!!
AL West:
Oakland has Conseco, McGwire,
and Stewart what else do they
In Kansas City, With
need?!
Brett's maturity and Seitzer's joie

e

birdv)

new teams.

Not enough pitchPhiladelphia:
ing. Not enough anything.
Chicago: No longer a league mothe advent of night
ral booster
games.

NL East:
Here it is
the suprise of the
year... The kids from Pittsburgh
will take the East. Bonds. Bonil-lBream and Lind will run roughshod over the National league.
g
Gooden will return to
form and help pull the Mets within one. In '83 the Cards led the
NL in team average and runs
scored. In '86 they were last in
both. Well, this is the even year.
Phillies, Expos and Cubs will
have fun muddling around in the
bottom of the puddle.
Pittsburgh: Dunne will be the ace
of the National League.
n
lapse will
New York:
destroy their might.
St. Louis: As previously stated...
Montreal: Tim Raines separates
them from the rest of the second
a.

NL West:
The young and the cocky. The
story of Giant dominance over the
NL West. Eric Davis, if he rewill have a
mains injury-freAlways
more splendid season.
Astros
look for the pitching-ric- h
to finish in the top three. The
Dodgers will make it a four-tearat race with two weeks to go.
Benito Santiago is a stud, but the
Padres really don't have much else.
The bravest of all will be Brave

pre-dru-

--

e,

m

fans.

Mid-seaso-

Becoming a

San Francisco:

dy-

nasty.
Rose's pups will at
Cincinnati:
least be firey.
Houston: Lot of pitching but not

division.

enough hitting.
Los Angeles: Southern California
needs a guy like Gibson.
San Diego: Some day Bowa will
manage a winner.
Atlanta: Willie Stargell will take
but it won't
the helm
mid-seaso-

n,

help.
In summation. Glen said the Indians would finish third but Dr.
Shilts says he is wrong. Slap on
the sun tan oil, don some crazy
shades, catch a cool buzz and ride
the tasty waves, cuz its going to
be a bay area series. National Anthem performed by Jerry Garcia
and the Grateful Dead, with accompaniment from Bob Barker and his
Merry Pranksters.
Before we sign off. Dr. Rayman,
I just want to say hi to my sis' out
in Berkeley who's going to get me
tickets. Read 'em and weep, you

ignorant group of
psuedo-intellectual-

ill-manne-

red

!
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Runners beat Lords, prep for championships
by CHUCK BRADY

t

NAt'this point it appears to be a
tight race between Case Western
Reserve, Denison, Oberlin, and
Case's strength is in
Wooster.
the field events and one or two of
the longer races. Denison's fortune depends upon the performance of the multi talented Scott
Shorney, who has been notably
absent through much of the season, but has the potential to win
upwards of four events for the Big
Red. The surprise team of the
.year is Oberlin. which is fielding
its strongest team in years. With
athletes seeded in distance events
and their perennial strength in the

This weekend the men's track
team concludes its short indoor
season with whaiis shaping up to
be the tightest conference race in
the four year history of the conference. Last weekend the Scots,
competing with barely a skeleton
squad, defeated Kenyon College to
end their dual meet season. Even
with few of their top runners competing in their primary events,
Wooster athletes won or scored
high in every event they entered.
But this Friday and Saturday the
competition heats up as four
schools with eyes on the conference track championship converge
at Ohio Wesleyan.

--

sprints, Oberlin could be the

gb15 visit
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PACKAGE

For The Tanning Bed

ONLY$2495

Ro!IT(lJ
FAMILY HAIR CENTER
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PACKAGE
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Reg. '3500

3-m-
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$29.95
ROFFLER PERM

Monday
Not valid with other offers.

0
2786 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio
345-700-

A GREAT PLACE

Style cut with a friend

i

For The Tanning Booth

$2495

both the 800 meter (where he
holds the season's fastest reported
time) and 1000 meter events. He
is joined at 800 meters by Scott
Erholm, and at 1000 meters by
In the Mile Todd
Rob Noble.
Fach, Sct Michlaek, and Aaron
Davies (who has one of the fastest
1500 meter times of the year), are
tough, but so is the rest of the
field. Fach returns to contend for
event.
the lead in the
Wooster coaches Craig Penney
and Dennis Rice are cautiously optimistic about the Scot's chances
of winning the title; it will take a
total team effort, but the will is
there, and the team has certainly
put in the work. -

Reg. 43M

26'vTs'T
ONLY

ing distance of the top three. Aubrey Munroe and Jamie Long lead
Wooster in the triple jump seeded
4th and 6th. Rich Carmel, the
Scot's lone shot putter is ranked
with a pack of four throwers for
the top positions in (hat event In
the sprints, Wooster's top hopes
lie with the 880 relay which has
the top time so far in the conference, and with Terry Carter (60m
and 300m), Jamie Bcacom (400m
and 600m), Nick Young (300m
and 400m), and John Mandryk and
Chris Shilts (60m hurdles).
At
the distance events Wooster expects to do well also. Chuck Brady is expected to score high in

sleeping giant of the meet. For
Wooster, winning the conference
title comes down to performing
well across the board. Wooster,
too, has depth but few front runners; they may have some surprises for the rest of the conference,
however, as many athletes, especially distance runners, have been
running off events all season and
no one knows what to expect
from them.
Here are the highlights: In the
long jump Wooster has two 20
s
jumpers in Jamie Long
and Kevin Hicks. They are seeded
2nd and 6th respectively at this
point, but Hicks is within strik
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Regular $15.50 each
Junior Stylist Only
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TO SHOP

GROCERIES
RESTAURANT
PHARMACY
PIZZA

CARRY-OU- T

OPEN TIL 9 p.m. DAILY

SUN.

1 1

a.m. to 5 p.m.

